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Dynamics of the Dicke Laser Model in the
Classical Region -1

by G. Scharf

Institute für Theoretische Physik der Universität Zürich, Schönberggasse 9, 8001 Zürich, Switzerland

(19. II. 75)

Abstract. The dynamics of the Dicke model describing N spins (s \) interacting with a single
mode of the radiation field is investigated in the limit N -> ». It is shown that this limit corresponds to
the classical limit h -> 0 of quantum mechanics. The time evolution of the initial state with all N spins
in the upper level is then studied, using the semi-classical asymptote of quantum mechanics. The result
is applied to calculate the second-order normal ordered photon correlation function, which is of
particular interest because it shows a slow decay of coherence for large times.

1. Introduction

The quantum-optical model of Dicke [1], describing the collective interaction
of radiation and matter, has been found calculable to a large extent. This is due to
the fact that there exists a linear correspondence between the Dicke Hamiltonian
and the Hamiltonian of a quantum mechanical problem with one degree of freedom
[2]. The latter cannot be solved within the class of classical special functions; however,
the related classical mechanical problem can be integrated. It is then possible to set up
the semi-classical asymptote of the quantum mechanical problem. The small parameter
h (Planck's constant in ordinary quantum mechanics), which is going to 0 in the classical
limit, is proportional to /V_1 in the present case (see next section), where Nis the number
of radiating atoms. Hence, in contrast to ordinary quantum mechanics, this parameter
h is here at our disposal, and the classical limit h->0 corresponds to a large number of
radiating atoms. This has been observed in a different context by Hepp and Lieb [3].

The semi-classical solution becomes exact in the following two limiting cases : i)
for fixed h as the time t goes to 0, ii) for h -> 0 and fixed t. In our previous calculations
[2, 4, 5] we followed case i). The advantage of this approach is that it applies to the
quantum region; that means, higher orders in A^"1 can be calculated. Its disadvantage
is the restriction to small t. For simple observables such as the photon number, this is no
serious shortcoming, because it is easy to extend the results to large t [2]. However, for
more complicated observables, such as the correlation functions, this is a difficult
problem. Indeed, we did not succeed by method i) in the case of the normal ordered
photon correlation function [5]

gif, h) («Ao, a+(ti) a+(t) a(t) a(tx) ip0). (1.1)

In this paper a different method is developed for the limiting case ii) above. This method
gives results valid for arbitrary t, but only the leading order in A^-1.
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The classical limit ii) has been extensively studied in ordinary quantum mechanics,
especially by Maslov [6]. Unfortunately, these methods cannot be taken over
immediately to the present situation for various reasons, as will be seen below. The
convergence of the semi-classical solution has to be studied in a different manner. This
interesting problem will be considered in detail in Part II of the paper. Here, the method
is formally introduced (Section 2), and is applied to calculate the correlation function
(1.1 j where the previous method failed (Section 3). The results are discussed in the last
section. It is found that g(t, tx) factorizes approximately into a product of the photon
numbers

g(t,h) n(t)n(ti) + g'(t,tx). (1.2)

The additional term g'(t, tx) is uniformly small in t, but not in tx. It increases slowly with
?x : after N oscillations of the system, it has reached the same order of magnitude as the
main term. That means, that the normal ordered correlation function (1.1) shows a
slow decay of coherence.

2. The Semi-Classical Solution

It is our aim to study the dynamics defined by the Hamiltonian

•*¦ 2 sì si + (1 - ô)a+a-g2 ia+sT + sU)- (2-0
i=i i=i

Here sf are the usual spin flip operators (s i) for the atom i and a+, a are the creation
and annihilation operators of the photon mode. It follows from first principles that the
coupling constant g depends on the quantization volume V of the radiation field
according to

g=0(V-*), (2.2)

or, assuming a fixed density N/ V of radiating atoms,

g=0(N-*). (2.3)

The detuning parameter Ô, which measures the deviation from resonance, is of the
order

ô 0(1). (2.4)

The Schrödinger equation for the Hamiltonian (2.1) can be reduced to a N+ 1-

dimensional matrix equation [2]

i^ß ^(f), h l (2.5)
dt

where

«0=W0}eCs+1, n 0,l,...N (2.6)
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and

*%.»+1 *»u, -*K* -n)(N- n) (n + 1)]* (2.7)

3Vn,H R-ô(R-n-l),
and 3^ni„, 0 for n' ^=n, n + 1. The integer

R N+2L (2.8)

is a conserved quantity, and 2L 0, 1,. is the number of excess photons, i.e. the
number of photons being present if all N atoms are in the upper state.

The matrix equation (2.5) is transformed into the Schrödinger equation of a

quantum mechanical problem having one degree of freedom inZ,2(0, oo) by means of the
linear transformation [2,4]

yiz,0- J LÌ HR - nyr*en(t)zN+L-exp - \z2 - jz, (2.9)

namely

where

Ô2

E N + L+1 z 0(N). (2.11)
4g2

Vet us introduce the intensive quantities

t)=g2E, X g2L, x gz. (2.12)

Then equation (2.10) takes the form

.,dy h2( d2y d2 \
lhJ7 -T\xJZ-2 + T-72Xy)+nx)y^Hy (2.13)dt 2\ dx2 dx2

where

h g* o(N-1) (2.14)

and

V(x) ^ + Ô-x2-r,x + -. (2.15)

The dependence on /Yin equation (2.13) is now concentrated in the parameter h (2.14),
which appears in exactly the same way as Planck's constant in ordinary quantum
mechanics. Consequently, for large N, the semi-classical solution of equation (2.13)
is significant.
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For sufficiently small t, the semi-classical solution is given by
CO

y(x,t) (e-<"»H<y0)(x) f dx0 K(x, x0, t) y0(x0) (2.16)
o

where

i
K(x,x0,t) (bexp-S(x,Xo,t) (2.17)

_
1 d2S(x,x0,t)

2nih dx dx0

and S is the classical action function. The latter has been calculated before [2, 4]
x I ô /l2\*

S(x,x0,t)= Jdx'ir)-ix'2--x'-j,-—\ +et. (2.19)

The (negative) energy e(x,x0,t) is implicitly given by one of the following relations

t J dx'R-*(x') (2.20)

or

p'(t)R(xy + jR'(x) [p - &*'(*)] + àRRm(x)
X°~X+ 2(p-^R "(x))2 + iR (2-21)

where

R (x) -x4 - 2ÔX3 + Ar\x2 - Aex - AX2. (2.22)

The primes denote the derivatives with respect to the argument and

P=P(t;g2,g3) (2.23)

is Weierstrass' ^-function with the invariants

g2 îri2-2ôe + 4X2

g3 -§;ri3 + $riôe + §t,X2 + ô2 X2 + e2. (2.24)

Together with x0, the square-root R(xoy can be expressed rationally by x and R(x)é [7]

VRi*) {p'[ip-àRl2R'-iRR' + lRR'"ip-±R")]
+ Vr(x) [-(12p2-g2)((p - ±R»)2 + iR)
+ 4P'2(P - àR ")))I[2ÌP ^àRy + iR ?¦ (2-25)

Let us assume a quantum mechanical initial state y0 of the form

(p(x)
yo(x) pix)exp-—,

h

then according to equation (2.16)

(p(x)
y0(x) p(x)exp-A., (2.26)

CO
J

y(x, t) J dx0<p(x,Xo,t)p(xo)exp--[iS(x,x0, t) + (p(x0)]. (2.27)
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We evaluate this integral for h -> 0 by the saddle-point method. The saddle-points
xj> xj)(x,t) are the solutions of

d
— [iS(x,xj>,t) + (p(x'o)] 0. (2.28)

In general, the saddle-points xj, are complex (in the resonant case <5 0 they are purely
imaginary, see equation (3.5) below), so that no proper classical mechanical path exists.
This is one, but not the main reason, why Maslov's method [6] cannot be directly
applied. According to the saddle-point method, the path of integration in equation
(2.27) is deformed in such a way that it runs through the saddle-points x0 in the direction
of steepest descent 9. This direction 9 is given by

9 + 2 arg~ (iS +q>) n. (2.29)
oxo

One saddle-point x'0 gives the following contribution to the integral (2.27)

i
1 d2S(x,xj),t) 2nh

2nih dx dx'o

dx'o2ÌÌS + (p)

ei»ecims(.x.xi.t)yo(xr)

—ì éims<x-xó-'>yo(x0), (2.30)
dx J

where the last equality follows from equation (2.28) by implicit differentiation.
In general, i.e. for larger t, we have n(x,t) saddle-points xk xk(x,t),k=l, ...n.

Then the semi-classical solution reads

n'x.t) /a- \ i
y(x,t)- J Ml «P£S(x,xk,t)y0(xk). (2.31)

This, apart from the phase factor, is a shift of the initial wave-packet. The square-root
of the Jacobian derivative ensures the conservation of the L2-norm.

3. Applications

The most interesting initial state ip0, regarding the laser, is the fully excited state
of all N atoms in the upper level given by

l>O {0,0y...l} (3.1)

in CN+1 (2.6). The related mechanical initial state (2.9)

(2L)-*ZLexp | -iz2 z)

constexp-JAlogJc-i:>c2—x\ (3.2)
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is of the form (2.26). The equation (2.28) determining the saddle-points xk now reads as
follows

/ ô ek X2\* X ô
ilq-ixi—xk H ixk 0
Y 2 xk xlj xk

T
2

or

ek=L + j-X\xk-Xô. (3.3)

Inserting this for e in equation (2.21), we get a transcendental equation for the saddle-
points. For later discussion, let us write down this equation for the resonant case
<5 0and;c 0: with

ek=h(N+l)xk (3.4)

we get

igLP'
P2-L2 + (N+l)P'

where

*—», r,.'.,..,,. <3-5)

Pit)=lpit;g2,g3)-j-p{gtiÇ2,f3y§. (3.6)

As a first application of the semi-classical solution and for later use, we will
calculate the mean photon number n(t)

n(t) (ili0,a+(t)a(t)ifi0), (3.7)

which has already been obtained by the previous method [2, 4]. It was shown there
that n(t) can be expressed in terms of the quantum mechanical time evolution (2.16) as
follows:

n(t) Um rV"»»H'
-.0 -\ix2 + -x + X\+x—

h\ 2 dx
g-ltlh,Ht y0(x). (3.8)

It is important to realize that in this exact expression the photon number is given by the
value of a quantum mechanical wave-packet at a single point x 0. This is the main
reason why the usual treatment of the classical limit [6] cannot be taken over, because
in the latter only Z,2-convergence is obtained. This is sufficient for ordinary quantum
mechanics, but here it is not. Indeed, for special values of t there are exceptional points
(foci), where the semi-classical solution (2.31) diverges locally. A more refined treatment

is then necessary. We shall return to this interesting point in Part II of the paper.
Using equation (2.31) in equation (3.7), in leading order 0(A_1) 0(N), we need

only differentiate the exponent of (2.31) and in the exponent we must only differentiate
with respect to the explicit variable x, the Jt-dependence of xk gives no contribution
because of equation (2.28). Since

x—S(x, xk, t) Ü-X4 - 2ÔX3 + 4rix2 -Azkx- 4A2)* *=*=' iRk(x)*, (3.9)
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we get

n(t) ilim x-L<?<"»»' 2 (ix2 + -X + X + ^Rk(xy)
A»-» ,1 2 2

Xfe) e('/Ä>S(X'X"'^ofe). (3.10)

Under the inverse transformation exp(i/h)Ht, all saddle-points jcs are shifted back to
x 0, sk (3.3) goes into e0

<h -Xô, (3.11)

and x under the sum in equation (3.10) becomes the initial point Jc corresponding to the
saddle-point x 0, which is uniquely given by equation (2.21) with x 0, e s0 (3.11)

iXp' ¦ XôIp--) + ÔX2

3

Then

,-?r~
n(t) -\ix2 + -x + X + -VR(X)). (3.13)

The square-root in equation (3.13) is obtained from equation (2.25) with x 0, e e0.

Substituting this and equation (3.12) into equation (3.13), we finally get

ô2 ô2

A'+** +
4

P + E+4h N
n(t) 2 2L =2L + 2L——, (3.14)

hp-in + X P + L P + L

where P(t) is defined in equation (3.6). The invariants of the /»-function are given by
equation (2.24) with e s0 (3.11.)

Both these invariants and equation (3.14) are the results in leading order in N'1.
By our previous method, one more order in N"1 could be calculated

n(t) 2L + (2L+1) (3.15)
P + L + L

with the invariants

il ±E2 + 2^(L+l) + 4L2
hr h

j3 -f-nE3 - ~E(L + 1) + 83EL2 + 2jL(L +1) + 2LN. (3.16)
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We now turn to thejnormal ordered photon correlation function (1.1), where the
present method is more powerful. In mechanical terms, we have to calculate [5]

g(t, If) lim*-1- eitmH,i x*e('/*)»-'2
1 ô \ d
-\ix2 + -x + XA +x —
h\ 2 / dx

e-aih)H_t2 - lix3'2 + - x* + Xx'*) + x* —
h\ 2 dx

e-immHyo{x)

with
1 1

t2 t-tx, X_=-(L-i), r,_=-(E-i)
h h

(3.17)

(3.18)

and #_ is given by the right side of equation (2.13), with X, n in the potential V(x)
(2.15) substituted by X_, r\_. Inserting the semi-classical solution as above, we get

g(t, ti) *-«/*>»-<>IJ Ux3'2+ô-x* + xx-* + l-x-*Rk(xy

x ô e«'»s<x-**•'•)y0(xk)

where xk is given by equation (2.21) with

(3.19)

£* 11 + — - XI xk - Xö.

The exponential of H_ shifts x to saddle-points x' and the xk to xkm,

^o=-i2(^+r+1-+^)fél
x e<«»s-c*-*^> 2 [ix'm3/2 + U'* + Xx'r* + '-x'^*Rk(x'm)*

\dxm)

The saddle-points x'm are determined by

d

— [SAx, x'm, t2) + S(x', xkm, h)] 0
dxm

and the xkm by equation (2.21) with x xk and

«*m | n + — - X. j xkm - Xô.

(3.20)

(3.21)

(3.22)

(3.23)
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From equation (3.22) it follows

e'n, - ekm 0(h). (3.24)

The inverse exponential of#_ shifts all x'm back to x, which can be combined with
the factor x* in equation (3.17). The points xkm move back to xk, and x in equation
(3.21) becomes xk(x,t2) determined by

ëk e'\x-m=x ekm\Xka=Xl + 0(h) ek + 0(h). (3.25)

Finally, the inverse exponential of Hx shifts all xk to x 0, jc changes into jc defined
by

ë=e0 -XÔ (3.26)

and the xk become x(x, t2) which is uniquely defined by

e ëk\st-% e*U=o + 0(h) -XÔ + 0(h). (3.27)

Summing up

1

g(t,ti) r-2\ix2 + -x + X_ + -VR-(x)

Aix2+-x + X+l-VR(X)\, (3.28)

where x and R(x) are given by the classical solution (2.21), (2.25) with the initial point
x 0, time ti and energy e (3.26), while x and R~(x) correspond to the initial point jc,
time t2 and a different energy I (3.27). If the energy difference of the order 0(h) is
neglected, we have

x(x, t2) x(0, t2) (3.29)

and the correlation function factorizes into a product of the photon numbers

g(t,ti) n(t)n(ti). (3.30)

However, there is one place where the difference in the energies cannot be neglected,
not even in leading order, namely in the invariants of the /»-function

P2=P(g-2,g-3A-ti) (3.31)

appearing in the equation for x. At all other places the error remains small uniformly
in time, but since thep-functions/?!,/^ with slightly different invariants have different
periods, they come out of phase and the error increases with time (see next section).
Therefore we must treat the first factor in equation (3.28) more carefully, retaining
the difference of the invariants.

Since the semi-classical solution gives the invariants only in the leading order, we
have to refer to the quantum mechanical calculation at this point and we take the
invariants gl, g3 from equation (3.16) with

E_ E-i, L_=L-i (3.32)

instead ofE, L. Then the straightforward procedure to calculate x would be to substitute
in equation (2.21), written down for x, the expression (3.12) for the initial point x
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(which stands in place of* in equation (2.21)). This, however, leads to tedious algebraic
manipulations which can be reduced by the following trick : Without the difference in the
invariants, the first factor in equation (3.28) would give

n_(0 2L - 1 + 2LN————-. (3.33)
P(i) + L + i v '

Here we express the /»-function by means of the addition formula

P(t) P(tl + t2) U^A^) -Px-P2-E (3.34)

in terms ofp(tx) andp(f2). The desired result is then obtained by transforming the resulting

elliptic function to the normal form (with the derivatives Pl, Pi in the nominator)
and taking different invariants g2, g3 and g2, g3 in Px and P2, respectively. In this
transformation, the usual formula for the derivatives

iP'1,2)2 j3ip\,2 - g2Pi.2 - ft) (3-35)

must be used, where in g2 and g3 (2.24) only the leading order

ô
E -ÔX --L (3.36)

h

has to be taken with

(PÌ2)2 4(P2i,2 -L2)(Pi,2 + E) -2-LPli2 -2-L2. (3.37)
h h

In this way we finally get

1 A

P(t)+L B

where

A iP[P'2 + Pi P2(Pi + P2) + 21N -^ j PlP2-L\L + Q (Px + P2)

(3.38)

"+i+S)+ UP\+P22)-2V

B P\P\ + 2LPiP2(Pi+P2)+L2(P2 + P2)+ AL(N + L)PiP2

+ 4L2(N + L) (P, + P2) - 2L3(PX +P2) - 4L3(N + L)+ AL2(N + L)2 + L4

(3.39)
which leads to the following result for the correlation function

g(t,ti) n(t,)Ì2L + 2LN^\. (3.40)

This rather complicated formula will be simplified and discussed in the next section.
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4. Discussion

The result (3.15) for the mean photon number n(i) has already been discussed in
Refs. [2, 4]. We add to those findings some remarks concerning the general (non-
resonant) case. For the properties of thep-function, the fundamental cubic equation

4e3-g2e-g3 0 (4.1)

is ofcentral importance. In the leading order 0(N), it has the following simple solutions
ex > e2 > e3

E L
ei,3 - + -±iV(E + L)2 + 2LÔ2/h

O 2

*2 \-L. (4.2)

The parameter k2 of the elliptic functions then becomes

n e2 — e3 E—3L
k2 - - j+ (4.3)

ei-e3 2V(E + L)2 + 2LÒ2/h

It follows from the definition (2.11) that

0<£2<1. (4.4)

The value k2 i corresponds to the so-called super-radiant case E 3L, i.e. R 2N +
1 - o2/4h.

Thep-function P(t) (3.6) assumes its minimum value Pmin

Pmin ei-j (4.5)

at the half-period

W) fA~co (4.6)
Vet - e3

K(k) is the complete elliptic integral of the first kind. The minimum Pmin corresponds to a
maximum of the mean photon number (3.15)

»«, 2L + (4.7)
1 + (V(E + L)2 + 2LÒ2/h -E-L)/4L

This formula shows that the total energy N stored in the N excited atoms is converted
into radiation only in the resonant case ô 0. For ô 0(l) # 0, some finite fraction of
the N quanta remains in the atomic system.

Let us now consider the normal ordered correlation function (3.40). As has already
been noticed in the last section, the second factor in equation (3.40) simplifies to n_(?)
(3.33) if the invariants ofPu P[ are set equal to gi, gl- Therefore we write

g(t, ti) n(tx)
A

2L + 2LN-
B

A A
+ 2LNI---\B B

(4.8)
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where the subscript '-' means that the invariants of a//p-functions are gï, gl. Since the
difference in the invariants is one order in N smaller than the invariants themselves, it is
sufficient to calculate the first-order corrections

A A

B~B
a A

-=dPxB
where

Pl

ipl-PI)

dp-x dPx
P\~ -X— (ft - g2) + -zr— (ft - ft)-

dft dft

(4.9)

(4.10)

In calculating the derivative with respect to Pi in equation (4.9), P[ has to be expressed
by equation (3.35) by means ofPx. We then have

a A

dFxB

i a a
~PVdt~xB

i a

i a i

i

P7'dtiPAh + t2)+L

P-
P^dtP.+L PUP-+L)2'

The right side of equation (4.10) is computed using the formula [8]

dpi li •{ * r ^2- -H-,ftCi+T

(4.11)

g\
%3P2A—Pi+\g2g3

Spi 1

\g3 ti) + 6g2p2 - 9g3pi - g\)

where

^=^-27g2

(4.12)

(4.13)

and ri £,(tx) is Weierstrass' C-function. Since the correction we are calculating
becomes important only for large tx, we must concentrate on the first terms in equation
(4.12) containing tj(tx) and tx. All other terms are uniformly bounded in rx apart from
the poles at multiples of ai (see below). For simplicity let us consider the resonant case
ô 0. Then, using

g2-g~2=IE+4L (4.14)

g3-g3=-lE2 + \LE + 43L2, (4.14)

we get

Pi-P~i Pî'
4IAE + L)

+ L\t (4.15)

This expression has the defect that it introduces poles of the fourth order at multiples
of co, which are actually compensated by the neglected terms in equation (4.12). The
bracket in equation (4.15) increases linearly with rt like

n E \ E(k)
ü+j+Lh=miE+L)h (4.16)
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where n £(co) and E(k) is the complete elliptic integral of the second kind. We make an
error uniformly small in tx by using in equation (4.9)

_PX ' E(k)
Pl~PT~~4LW)h' (4.17)

instead ofequation (4.15). This finally leads to the following more transparent formula
for the correlation function

g(t, t,) n(ti)
1 E(k)nAt)--A-AN P-it)
2K(k) (P- + L)

A (4.18)

We have checked both results, (3.40) and (4.18), numerically in the super-radiant
case with 7V= 50, R 101. We find that the difference between the numerical and the
analytical results are uniformly small and nicely periodic in both time variables t, tx for
both formulae (3.40) and (4.18) (see Figs. 1 and 2). Since the deviation is obviously
one order in N smaller than g itself, both results (3.40) and (4.18) are confirmed. However,

to our surprise, the latter formula (4.18) seems to be better, because the periodic
structure in t is more simple (Fig. 2) and the remainder is slightly smaller. By
combination with the previous result for small times [5], it should be possible to refine the
formulae, including the next order in TV-1.
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Figure 1

Differences between the numerical and analytical values of the correlation function g(t,t,) as a function
of t, for fixed t and N= 50, R 101. The solid curve corresponds to the formula (3.40), the dashed
curve to the formula (4.18). The horizontal solid and dashed lines are uniform upper and lower bounds of
the functions.

One important consequence of equation (4.18) is the decay in the coherence of
the radiation for increasing tx. As a measure of the coherence let us consider the quantity

git,tx)-n(ti)nAi) NE(k) P-it)
n(tx)nAt) 4LK(k)(P.+L)(P_ + E)

h- (4.19)

If this is of the order 0(1), i.e. r, 0(N*), one can say that the coherence is completely
destroyed. Since the period 2a, (4.6) is of the order 0(N~*), this occurs after 0(N)
oscillations of the system. That means that the coherence decays very slowly. Indeed,
it must be investigated whether the semi-classical solution can be maintained up to these
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Figure 2
Differences between the numerical and analytical values of the correlation function g(t, t,) as a function
of t for fixed t,. The solid curve corresponds to equation (3.40), the dashed curve to equation (4.18).

large times t 0(h~*). This is again a problem which goes beyond the usual discussion
of the classical limit and will be considered in Part II of the paper.

It is interesting to compare equation (4.19) with the corresponding result for the
time-ordered correlation functiongx(t,tf),

gi(t, h) iijio, a+(h) a(tf) a+(t) a(t) i/i0),

which looks quite similar, namely [5]

(4.20)

gi(t,h) - n(t)n(ti) IN P' P'i

n(t)n(tf) 2 4L (P + L) (P + E)(Pi+ L)(P.+E)' (4.21)

This quantity, however, is of the order 0(/V_1) for arbitrary t, tx. Consequently, the time-
ordered correlation function shows a high degree of factorization for all times, in
contrast to the normal ordered one.
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